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This invention relates to calculating or 
adding machines of the multiple bank type 
having a series of ordinal keys in each bank 
in which depression of one of the keys is 
adapted to rotate a pinion which rotates with 
a numeral wheel having upon its periphery a 
Series of ordinal numbers. The invention 
relates more particularly to transfer mecha 
nism for use in connection with such ma 
chines. . 

Transfer mechanism heretofore construct 
ed has sometimes comprised a cam rotated 
from a column of one order which cam co 
operates with a transfer lever which in turn 

5. actuates a pawl having a transfer element 
which engages a tooth of a pinion associated 
with a column of higher order to move it for 
ward one tooth to effect a transfer. The cam 
noves the transfer lever in one direction and 
permits the lever to move in the reverse di 
rection during the transfer operation. The 
transfer lever during its movement under the s 
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action of the can carries the pawl from one 
position to another position and upon reverse 
movement of the transfer lever the pawl 
moves the pinion forward one tooth. 
The chief object of the present invention 

is to provide an improved form of transfer 
mechanism in which over-travel of the parts 
due to high speed of operation or to small 
inaccuracies or tolerances in the Working fits 
of the parts or to both such causes may not 
pronote a partial or complete transfer op 
eration at an inappropriate time thereby giv 
ing rise to inaccuracies in the result of the 
additions or calculations. According to the invention the transfer 
mechanism comprises a cam rotated from one 
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column, a transfer element actuated by said 
cala and associated with a pinion in an ad 
jacent column of higher order and normally 
lying in the path of the pinion teeth and 
means for moving said transfer element out 
of the path of the teeth of its associated pin 
io) for a predetermined period until the mo 
ment, at which transfer is due to take place. 
Thus a premature engagement of the 

transfer element with a tooth of the pinion 
due to over-travel of the parts is avoided. 
The transfer element may comprise a trans 

fer finger forming part of a spring con 
trolled pawl. The pawl may be mounted 
upon a bell crank lever which may be piv 
oted. On the same axis as the pinion one arm 
of the bell crank lever carrying the pawl 55 
while the other arm of the bell crank lever 
may be connected to a transfer lever by 
lileans of a pin and slot connection. The 
pawl may be normally urged in one direction 
by means of a spring and may have a lug or 68 
finger constituting the transfer finger which 
engages with the teeth of the pinion to effect 
the transfer operation. The aforesaid means 
for moving the transfer finger out of the path 
of the pinion teeth may comprise a lug or a 65 
finger provided on the aforesaid cam which 
engages the pawl during a predetermined 
part of the rotation of the cam so as to lift 
the transfer finge' on the pawl outside the 
path of the pinion teeth, the lug or finger on re 
the can permitting the transfer finger to 
move into operative position at the moment 
When transfer is due to take place. If de 
sired the pawl and bell cranklever may be 
replaced by a single lever in which case the 75 
lever may be formed integral with a transfer 
finger which engages with the teeth of the 
pinion to effect the transfer operation and 
may be provided with a ledge or projecting 
part with which engages a lug or finger on 80 
the calm, to move the transfer finger outside 
the path of the pinion teeth. According to 
a further form the pawl may be directly piv 
oted on One arm of the transfer lever and is 
provided with the aforesaid transfer finger 85 
which engages with the teeth of the pinion 
the aforesaid lug ol' finger on the cam co-op 
erating with a part of said pawl to move the 
transfer finger out of the path of the pinion 
teeth. Alternatively, instead of the lug or 90 
finger on the cam directly co-operating with 
the aforesaid pawl a lever may be provided 
interposed between the lug or finger on said 
cam and a projection on the aforesaid pawl. 
The invention may be employed in connec- 95 

tion with a partial keyboard machine, that is 
to say, a machine in which for example only 
five keys in each bank are employed or in 
connection with a full keyboard machine in 
which for example nine keys are employed in 100 
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each bank. In the former case the afore 
said cam is constructed and arranged so as 
not to commence actuating the transfer lever 
until after a predetermined period. In full 
keyboard machines the calm is arranged so as 
to actuate the transfer level immediately 
after the 0 reading has been registered and 
the cam follows the movement of the pinion 
which rotates the cann through the medium of 
a spring drive for the purpose hereinafter 
stated. The invention may be employed in 
connection with the actuating mechanism 
described in the specification of our co-pend 
ing application Serial No. 547,101 and with 
the zeroizing or cancelling mechanism de 
scribed in the specification of our co-pending 
application Serial No. 548,673. 

In order that the said invention may be 
clearly understood and readily carried into 
effect, the same will now be more fully de 
scribed with reference to the accompanying 
drawings in which like reference numerals 
indicate similar parts and which illustrate 
several forms of mechanism according to the 
invention and in which :- 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of one form of 
transfer mechanism applicable to a partial 
keyboard machine; 

Figure 2 is a perspective view of the trans 
fer mechanism shown in Figure 1; 

Figures 3 and 4 are views similar to Figure 
1 but showing the parts in different posi 
tions; 

Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 1 but 
board machine; . 

Figure 6 illustrates a modified form of 
transfer mechanism, and Figures 7 and Sil 
lustrate still further modified forms. 

Referring now more particularly to Fig 
ures 1 to 4 of the accompanying drawings. 
which illustrate the invention as applied to a 
partial keyboard machine having for exam 
ple five keys numbered 1 to 5, and in which 
in order for example to add the numeral 9 
the 5 and 4 keys are successively depressed 
and in order to add the numeral 8 and 4 
key is depressed twice and so on, reference 
numeral 1 (Figure 2) indicates a pinion and 
reference numeral 2 indicates another piniol) 
associated with a column of higher order ad 
jacent the column with which the pinion 1 
is associated. The pinions 1 and 2 are freely 
mounted on a transverse spindle 3. The 
pinions have ten teeth and are maintained in 
their correct positions by means of spring 
pressed ratchet pawls 4 (Figure 1) which 
permit rotation in a clockwise direction but 
prevent rotation in the reverse direction. A 
numeral wheel 5 (Figure 2) rotates with 
each pinion and carries on its periphery fig 
ures 0 to 9 one of which is at any time visi 
ble through a window in a casing enclosing 
the mechanism. The pinions may be ro 
tated by means of the actuating mechanism 
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refrerred to in the specification of our co 
pending application Serial No. 547,101. A 
snail can 6 is mounted on the spindle 3 and 
is attached to and rotated by the pinion 1 
in the coluinn of lover orde'. Coacting with 
the cam 6 is a transfer iever pivoted on a 
transverse spindle S. The transfer lever has 
two arms, one of which is provided with a 
bent portion 9 which makes contact with the 
acting surface of the can (3 while the other 
an 10 projects into the column of higher 
order and has a pin and slot, connection with 
:l bell crank lever 11 mounted on the spindle 
3. The transfer lever 7 is normally urged 
in an anticlockwise direction by means of a 
spring 12. Pivotally mounted upon the bell 
crank level ii is a pawl 13 which has a trans 
fer element, or finger 14 which engages the 
teeth of the pinion 2. - 
The transfer finger 14 is normally urged 

in a clockwise direction into contact with the 
teeth of the pillion by leans of a compression 
spring 15. The cal: G is foreshortened so 
that it does not coinience actuating the 
transfer level 7 tilti after the interval be 
tween the readings () and 4 has been passed. 
For exampie, if the leading in one column 
stands at 9 and the key 5 in that column is 
depressed so as to give the maximum single 
key stroke addition () the machine the read 
ing will pass to 4 and the transfer wiil liass 
to the next higher collinn without the inter 
ference which might be caused by the cam 
commencing to actuate the transfer lever 
again before the transfer is coupleted. 
There is a possiliility due to the action of 

the cam at high speeds of operation that an 
overthrow of the transfer ?ever 7 night cause 
the transfer finger 14 to nove into engage 
ment with the following tooth of the pinion 
2 before the pinion has reached the 9 posi 
tion with the restilt that, the movement of 
the transfer lever 7 in loving back into con 
tact with the caim (3 would move the pinion 2 
forward and hold it displaced thus eitecting a 
partial or even a compiete transfer at the in 
appropriate time. The present invention 
overcomes this disadvantage by the provision 
of means for moving the transfer finger out 
side the path of the teeth of the pinion 2 
until the noment, at which transfer is due 
to take place. As shown in Figures 1 to 4 
these means comprise a hig or inger 16 on 
the cann 6 which makes contact with the pawl 
13 and serves to lift the transfer finger 14 
outside the path of the pinion teeth until 
the parts in the col}}} associated with the 
pinion 1 have reached the psition between 9 
and 0. The finger or lig 16 is preferably 
arranged so that it lakes contact with the 
surface 17 of the pawl 13 at the readings 6, 7 
and 8 so that the transfer finger 14 is moved 
outside the path of the teeth of the pinion 2 
during these readings, the finger 14 moving 
into engagement with the appropriate pinion 
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tooth at or about the 9 reading after the lug 
16 has moved out of contact with the sur 
face: 1. - 
In operation, the pinion 1 is rotated by 

means of suitable actuating mechanism and 
the cam 6 rotates with the pinion and after 
the 4 reading moves the transfer lever 7 in 
a clockwise direction. At the same time the 
transfer lever causes through the medium of 
its arm 10 the bell crank lever 11 to be 
moved in an anti-clockwise direction about 
the spindle 3 moving the transfer finger 14 
from the position shown in Figure 4 to a 
position as shown in Figure 1 in which the 
transfer finger 14 may engage the following 
tooth of the pinion 2. At about the reading 
6. the lug 16 makes contact with the pawl 13 
and moves the transfer finger 14 outside the 
path of the pinion teeth as shown in Figure 
3 and at or about the 9 reading, the lug 16 
moves out of contact with the pawl 13 and 
allows the transfer finger 14 to move into a 
position in which it may engage the follow 
ing tooth of the pinion as shown in Figure 1. 
Thus when the peak of the cam 6 moves out 
of engagement with the bent portion 9 of 
the transfer lever 7 the latter is moved in an 
anti-clockwise direction under the action of 
the spring 12 and moves the bell crank ever 
11 in a clockwise direction about the spindle 
3. During this movement the transfer finger 
14 moves the pinion 2 forward one tooth to 
effect the transfer. In the final position of 
the parts as shown in Figure 4 key actuation 
of the pinion 2 may nevertheless occur with 
out detrimental disturbance of the pawl 13 
which yields and allows the teeth to pass un 
der it. Due to the provision of the means 
for moving the transfer finger 14 outside the 
path of the pinion teeth during for example 
the 6, 7 and 8 readings a premature engage 
ment of the pawl with the following pinion 
tooth is avoided. 
Where the invention is employed in con 

nection with machines having a full range 
of keys, for example, nine keys ranging from 
1 to 9 the aforesaid cam is arranged so as to 
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actuate the transfer lever immediately after 
the 0 reading has been registered but instead 
of the cam being rigidly attached to the pin 
ion it is arranged to follow the movement of 
the pinion through the medium of a spring 
drive. Figure 5 of the accompanying draw 
ings illustrates such an arrangement. In 
this figure the reference numeral 18 indi 
cates a cam which is so arranged as to com 
mence actuating the transfer lever 7 as soon 
as the 0 reading has been registered. The 
cam. 18 follows the movement of the pinion 
which rotates it for example the pinion 1 
shown in Figure 2 through the medium of 
a spring drive. In Figure 5 the spring drive 
is shown in dotted lines and associated with 
pinion 2 and the cam rotated thereby. As 
shown a coil spring 19 is located around the 

Spindle 3 carrying the pinions. One end of 
the coil spring is attached to a stud 20 on 
the pinion 2 while the other end of the 
spring is attached to a stud 21 on the can 
associated with the pinion 2. Normally the 
two studs are inhaintained in contact, but if 
the cam is held back, the pinion may stii: he 
!noved forward foi" nearly one revolution. 
A spring catch 22 pivoted at 23 is adapted 
to lie in the path of a lug 24 provided on the 
cam 18 at its peak. The spring catch 32 is 
held in the path of the fig 24 by ineans of 
a spring 26 which hormally maintains the 
catch 22 against a stop 25. When the can 18 
reaches the 0 position it has moved out of 
contact With the transfer level which no Yes 
back under the action of the spring 2 into 
its initial position to effect a transfer as de 
seribed in connection with Figures 1 to 4. 
The can however is held back by the engage 
ment of the Spring catch 22 with the lug 24 so 
that the transfer may be effective irrespec 
tive of the fact that the pinion itself hay 
move forward to the S reading this occurring 
should for example, the launeral wheel be in 
the 9 position and the transier be effected by 
depressing the 9 key. At the honent, how 
ever when the transfe' is eaching collapia 
tion a lug 27 on the transfer lever 7 strikes 
an arm 28 on the catch 22 thereby une, ing 
the catch 22 out of the path of the lug 24 
and releasing the latter which immediately 
noves about the spindie 3 to its normal ()- 
sition with the studs 2) and 21 it contact. 

Figure 6 illustrates a modified form of the 
invention in which the bell crank ever 1: 
and the pawl 13 (Figures 1 to 5) are replaced 
by a single member in the form of a lever 29. 
hereinafter referred to as the “pinion lever' 
mounted upon the spindle carrying the cams 
and pinions. The pinion lever 29 is mounted 
upon the pinion spindle 3 by means of a slot, 
30 which permits the pinion ever 29 to re 
ciprocate along a path transverse to the axis 
of the spindle 3. A spring 31 is attached at 
one end to the pinion lever or an extension 
thereof and at the other end to a fixed point 
which spring 31 acts substantially in the di 
rection of the slot, 30. The pinion ever has a 
transfer finger 32 fixed thereon or formed in 
tegral there with, the finger being the equiva 
lent of the transfer finger 14 described 
in connection with Figures 1 to 5, 
and at the appropriate time engages the pin 
ion 2 to move it forward one tooth. The 
transfer lever 7 is connected to the pinion 
lever 29 by means of a pin and slot connection 
for the purpose of enabling the transfer lever 
7 to actuate it. The transfer ever 7 when 
rotated by the cam 6 rotates in a clockwise 
direction and causes the pinion lever 29 to 
move in an anti-clockwise direction by virtue 
of the pin and slot connection. Upon rota 
tion of the pinion 2 due to key actitiation the 
transfer finger 32 on the pinion lever 29 
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yields due to the slot connection 30. Attached 
to the pinion lever is an inclined straight 
ledge or projection 33 with which a finger or 
lug 16 on the cam 6 engages during for ex 
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ample the period when the pinion associated 
with the cam 6 passes through the 6, 7 and 
8 readings for the purpose hereinbefore 
stated. During the anti-clockwise rotation 
of the pinion lever the finger 32 contacts with 
the edge of the teeth of the pinion 2 and slips 
over into engagement with the following 
tooth this action being permitted by means 
of the slot 30, the spring 31 causing the finger 
to pass into the tooth except of course at the 
readings 6, 7 and 8 when the finger 32 is out 
of the path of the pinion teeth. When the 
peak of the cam 6 passes out of engagement 
with the transfer lever 7 the latter moves 
back in an anti-clockwise direction under the 
action of its spring 12 and causes the pinion 
lever 29 to rotate and carry the pinion for 
ward one tooth. The finger 32 upon the 
pinion lever is arranged to engage with that 
pinion tooth the driving face of which lies 
substantially at right angles to the direction 
of the slot 30 at the beginning or end of its movement so as to enable the pinion lever 
and the finger to yield when the pinion lever 
is stationary and the pinion is rotated clock 
wise or when the pinion is stationary and 
the pinion lever is rotated anti-clockwise. 

Figure 7 illustrates a further form of the 
invention in which the transfer pawl 13 is 
pivotally attached to the arm 10 of the trans 
fer lever 7. The pawl 13 is normally urged 
towards the pinion 2 by a spring 31 connected 
to the pawl 13 and to the transfer lever 7. 
The pawl 13 has a bent portion 14 constitut 
ing the transfer finger which co-operates with 
the teeth of the pinion 2. The pawl 13 also 
has a straight portion 17 with which a lug or 
finger 16 on the calm 6 engages to move the 
transfer finger 14 outside the path of the 
pinion teeth at for example the readings 6, 
7 and 8 for the purpose above mentioned. 

Figure 8 illustrates a further modification 
in which a lever 32 is interposed between the 
pawl 13 and the lug or finger 16 on the cam 6. 
The lever 32 is pivoted on the transverse 
spindle 8 and projects between a bent part 
33 of the pawl 13 and the lug 16 on the cam 
6. The pawl 13 has a transfer finger 14 and 
is normally urged into contact with the lever 
32 by means of spring 31. 

It will be appreciated that the mechanisms 
above described are associated with each 
bank of keys for the purpose of carrying for 
ward or transferring a unit digit to the tens 
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digit and so on. Various changes may be 
made in the form and arrangement of the 
parts without departing from the working 
principles described. For example, the pin 
and slot are interchangeable between the 
transfer lever and pinion lever or bell crank 
lever or the slot of the pinion lever or bell 
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crank lever may be replaced by a surface 
making contact with the pin on the transfer 
lever on one side only and the two parts may 
be held in contact by a spring or by suitably 
arranging for example the spring 31 (Figure 
6) so that it exerts its force in the appropriate 
direction. 
The invention has been described above as 

applied to calculating machines operating on 
the decimal system of notation but it must 
be understood that the invention is not to be 
limited thereto as other systems of notation 
may be employed for example the English monetary system. 
What I claim and desire to secure by Let 

ters Patent of the United States is:- 
1. A calculating or adding machine of the 

type referred to having transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank or 
column, a transfer element actuated by said 
cam and associated with a pinion in an adja 
cent column of higher order and normally 
lying in the path of the pinion teeth and 
means for moving said transfer element out 
of the path of the teeth of its associated pin 
ion for a predetermined period until the mo 
ment at which transfer is due to take place. 

2. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank or 
column, a transfer element comprising a 
spring controlled pawl and a transfer finger 
thereon, said transfer element being actuated 
by said can and associated with a pinion in 
an adjacent column of higher order and nor 
mally lying in the path of the pinion teeth 
and means for moving said transfer element 
out of the path of the teeth on its associated 
pinion for a predetermined period until the 
moment at which transfer is due to take place. 

3. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank or 
column, a transfer element comprising 
a spring controlled pawl having a trans 
fer finger thereon, said transfer element 
being actuated by said cam and asso 
ciated with a pinion in an adjacent column 
of higher order and normally lying in the 
path of the pinion teeth said cam having a 
member which co-operates with the said pawl 
to move the transfer finger out of the path 
of the teeth on its associated pinion for a pre 
determined period until the moment at which 
transfer is due to take place. 

4. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism com 
prising a cam rotated from one bank or col 
umn, a transfer element comprising a spring 
controlled member having a transfer finger 
thereon, said transfer element being actuated 
by said cam and associated with a pinion in 
an adjacent column of higher order and nor 
mally lying in the path of the pinion teeth, 
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said cam having a member thereon which co 
operates with said spring controlled member 
to move the transfer finger out of the path of 
the teeth of its associated pinion for a pre 
determined period until the moment at which 
transfer is due to take place. 

5. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank Ol' 
column, a transfer element comprising a 
spring controlled pawl having a transfer 
finger thereon said transfer element being 
actuated by said calin and associated with a 
pinion in an adjacent column of higher order 
and normally lying in the path of the pinion 
teeth, a lever to which said pawl is pivoted, 
a transfer lever actuated by said cam, a con 
nection between the aforesaid lever and said 
transfer lever, said cam having a part which 
co-operates with the said pawl to move the 
said transfer finger out of the path of the 
teeth on its associated pinion for a prede 
termined period until the moment at which 
transfer is due to take place. 

6. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank or 
column, a transfer element comprising a 
spring controlled pawl having a transfer fin 
ger thereon said transfer element being actu 
ated by said cam which latter is so shaped 
that it does not commence to actuate the said 
transfer lever until after a predetermined 
period, said cam having a part which co 
operates with the said pawl to move the trans 
fer finger thereon out of the path of the 
teeth of its associated pinion for a prede 
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termined period until the moment at which 
transfer is due to take place. 

7. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank or 
column, a transfer element comprising a 
spring controlled pawl having a transfer 
finger thereon, said transfer element being 

5 

actuated by said cam which latter is so 
shaped as to actuate the transfer lever im 
mediately after the 0 reading has been reg 
istered, said calm having a part which co 
operates with the said pawl to move the 
transfer finger thereon out of the path of 
the teeth of its associated pinion for a pre 
determined period until the moment at which 
transfer is due to take place. 

S. In a calculating or adding machine as 
in claim 7, wherein the cam is driven by its 
associated pinion through the medium of the 
spring drive and means are provided for ar 
resting the movement of a cam during the 
transfer operation for a predetermined 
period. 

9. In a calculating or adding machine as 
in claim 7, wherein the cam is driven by its 
associated pinion through the medium of a 
spring drive, and a spring controlled catch 
is provided having a part projecting into 
the path of a projection on said cam for ar 
resting the movement of the cam during the 
transfer operation for a predetermined 
period, means being also provided for mov 
ing the catch out of the path of the said pro 
jection at the appropriate time. 

10. In a calculating or adding machine of 
the type referred to, transfer mechanism 
comprising a cam rotated from one bank or 
column, a transfer element comprising a 
spring controlled pawl having a transfer fin 
ger thereon said transfer element being actu 
ated by said can and associated with a pin 
ion in an adjacent column of higher order 
and normally lying in the path of the pinion 
teeth, a transfer lever upon which said pawl 
is mounted, a lever interposed between said 
pawl and a projection on said cam for mov 
ing the transfer finger on the said pawl out 
of the path of the teeth of its associated pin 
ion for a predetermined period until the mo 
ment at which transfer is due to take place. 
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